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DID YOU KNOW OUR HOUSE IS ON FIRE?
NEWS FROM THE ABA BAR LEADERS’

UPCOMING EVENTS

BY MARK FINKELSTEIN, PRESIDENT, TENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT BAR

YLD/WCBA JOINT SOCIAL • April 7
All WCBA members are invited to join us for this
join social between the WCBA Social Committee
and the YLD Social Committee. We hope you can
join us! Thursday, April 16 from 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Clouds Brewing, 126 N. West Street, Raleigh |
http://www.cloudsbrewing.com/

CONFERENCE IN HOUSTON AND FROM
SALISBURY STREET

LAWYERS ARE so focused on clients and family that we may not see
huge changes afoot. If we do not work in Association with each other
to manage the ever increasing speed of change in our profession,
the change will come in a form contrary to the public interest and the
interests of our clients.
In 2007 our British colleagues lost the privilege of self-regulation. Barristers and solicitors are now
regulated by the Legal Services Board which is appointed by the Minister of Justice, dominated by
non-lawyers and chaired by an engineer.
This utter loss of bar control occurred because the British bar was as out of touch and inactive as
we are in North Carolina today. Strangely enough, I did not learn of this turn of events in the UK
until February 2015 when I attended ABA meetings in Houston as your president.
Non-lawyers have long been able to own law firms in Europe. Accountants and lawyers are often
practicing under the same business roof there. Washington, D.C. now has similar rules allowing
non-lawyers to own interests in law firms located in Washington. What are these evolving rules
likely to look like in North Carolina?
The Supreme Court of Washington State has issued rules creating the Limited License Legal
Technician. Domestic law Limited License Legal Technicians will be permitted to file approvedform divorce complaints on behalf of their customers without the supervision of any lawyer.
Did you know that a huge percentage of Wake County residents seeking a divorce cannot afford a
lawyer, and many others rely on the Internet for “advice” to “save money”? Are we reacting wisely
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

WCBA LUNCHEON • April 7
Billy Traurig, General Counsel of the Carolina Hurricanes will speak at the April luncheon. 12:15 p.m.
at the Women’s Club.
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR THE SPRING SWEARING-IN CEREMONY
The Spring Swearing In Ceremony for newly admitted attorneys to the State Bar will be held on
April 28 at 2 p.m. at the North Carolina Bar Center in Cary, located at 8000 Weston Parkway, and
a reception will follow. The Committee needs volunteers to introduce newly minted North Carolina
attorneys to the court. For more information, contact co-chairs Jess Mekeel JMekeel@ncdoj.gov
and Lisa LeFante llefante@benderlaw.com. WBF
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

to this crisis in the connection between lawyers and those who need our help?
Please consider these two “reactions” to the increase in pro se litigation and the perceived
separation between the interests of lawyers and those of the people we are to serve. First, the
North Carolina Dispute Resolution Commission has declared it unethical for a mediator to draft a
mediated settlement agreement if the parties reaching the mediated settlement are pro se – as
they more often are today than ever before. Second, even though an increasing number of North
Carolina residents cannot afford legal advice, some legislators are proposing to raise the cost of
legal representation by requiring lawyers to collect sales taxes from their clients.
I doubt many of us have fully considered the implications of sales tax on the affordability of legal
services for our clients. Have we considered the implications of sales tax collection on our staff,
our practice, and our confidentiality obligations as lawyers? Let me guess; your legislators don’t
even know whether you care about these issues, do they?
Capital Associated Industries, Inc. has caused a lawsuit to be filed in the Middle District of North
Carolina and has caused legislation to be introduced in the North Carolina legislature allowing
trade associations to practice law representing individual members in legal proceedings. Many
trade association members are competitors in the same industry. Have we told our legislators
about the potential conflict of interest, ethical, antitrust and consumer protection issues that could
arise if trade associations were permitted to practice law in this way?
Not long ago, the Wake County Superior Court Clerk’s Office had to ask the Wake County Bar
Association to provide basic office supplies such as paper and pens because the courthouse had
depleted its supply of these necessary items. Did you know that Wake County civil court sessions
are sometimes canceled because there are insufficient funds to pay for court reporters?
Inflation-adjusted wages for court personnel has declined 7% in recent years. It is more difficult
to retain well trained employees when wages are low. As a result, the attrition rate in Superior
Court Clerk’s offices has increased by 65% over the past 5 years. This turnover results in a less
efficient court system and lower quality justice.
While North Carolina is the ninth most populous state, we are now the third lowest in spending
on the judicial system. Good government organizations suggest that states should spend
approximately 5% of their budgets on the Judicial Branch of government. North Carolina’s
spending on the Judicial Branch has slipped from 3% of our budget to about 2% at a time
when overall budget growth has been relatively slow. Adequate funding for our courts is both a
constitutional imperative and a practical necessity.
If we do not inform our citizen legislators about these challenges to our profession, they will not
have the information they need to legislate wisely. Then we, like our British brethren, will have no
one to blame but ourselves.
We must embrace change, not ignore it and thereby get steamrolled by it. Your Bar Associations
are key resources for embracing changes that improve efficient representation of clients while
preventing changes that damage the public and the rule of law. E-mail your legislators today.
Thank them for their service and let them know your thoughts on these important issues.
Register to help with the Bar Association’s Legislative Action Center here:
http://cqrcengage.com/ncbar/home
Start here if you need help finding your legislators’ email addresses: http://www.ncleg.net/
representation/WhoRepresentsMe.aspx
Despite the challenges, I would not bet against us given lawyers’ character for resilience and an
environment of technological improvement. WBF
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NAVIGATING PROFESSIONAL CHALLENGES IN THE AGE OF THE INTERNET
BY LINDA FUNKE JOHNSON, ATTORNEY AT LAW (NC, HI, CT) | SENTER, STEPHENSON & JOHNSON
This article is based on materials prepared by the Roundtable Subcommittee for the
Professionalism Roundtable Program. All rights to this material belong to the Wake
Country Bar Association Professionalism Committee.
ON OCTOBER 7, 2014, hundreds of lawyers gathered at the North Raleigh Hilton
for the annual Professionalism Roundtable Program. Members of the Wake County
Bar Association Professionalism Committee served as table leaders facilitating the
discussion. The meeting was mediated by the chair of the subcommittee who drafted
the discussion material, Carmen Hoyme Bannon, Deputy Counsel, The North Carolina
State Bar.
Part I: An Ounce of Prevention
A. The first topic of discussion was “Problem-Client Red Flags”.
Client’s Grandma recently died after a year-long illness. Although Client’s Sister
moved in with Grandma several years ago to take care of her, Client says he was
always Grandma’s favorite. At Grandma’s house Client came across a letter from her
financial advisor indicating that her investment account exceeded $1 million. Client
hired a lawyer who drafted a new will for her, which made Client the sole beneficiary
and executor.

After qualifying as executor of Grandma’s estate, Client received notice that Sister filed
a caveat challenging the validity of Grandma’s will. The jury trial in Superior Court is
in two weeks. Sister alleges that Client exerted undue influence over Grandma and
contends that a previous will should be probated. Sister is the primary beneficiary of
the previous will.

parties, Client and
Lawyer agree that neither shall communicate to third parties, directly or indirectly,
negative, critical or disparaging statements or comments, express or implied,
about the other, their involvement in any matter in which Lawyer represents or has
represented Client, the business or employment practices, reputation, or
integrity of the other. For clarity, disparagement shall also include negative
or critical statements about family members of Client and as to Lawyer, his law
firm, its partners, officers, shareholders, managers, employees, customers and/
or vendors. Direct or indirect communications restricted by this Paragraph
shall include, but are not limited to, any oral or written communications with past,
present or prospective clients of Lawyer, postings on any internet site which
reviews and distributes information on the performance of individuals or
businesses, and posting to semi-public web sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn
and the like. In the event of violation of this Paragraph, the parties agree that actual
damages from such communication(s) are difficult to assess. Therefore, as
liquidated damages, but not as a penalty, the parties agree that liquidated
damages shall be an amount equal to 3 times the amount paid in fees paid to
Lawyer during the period of representation. This Paragraph shall not be construed
to prevent or inhibit Client in any way from asserting a valid professional liability
claim against Lawyer or reporting any violations of Lawyer’s professional
obligations to appropriate authorities or licensing boards, but any such claims or
reports shall be communicated only to such persons or entities necessary to
process such claims or reports.
The following are three discussion points with no right or wrong answers:
• Should Lawyer include this paragraph in his contract with Client?

After explaining his situation, Client tells Lawyer, “I met with a couple of attorneys
before you, but I just didn’t feel like I could trust ‘em. But I looked at a bunch
of lawyer-rating sites online, and based on my research, I thought you would be
different.”
The following “red flags” were discussed: Imminent trial date, Client’s negative
opinions about lawyers, complaining about fee paid to prior lawyer, multiple prior
lawyers, and enthusiasm for online “lawyer-rating sites”.
Would you agree to represent Client? Discussions covered: Engagement letter with
“no guarantees in outcome”, clearly articulated scope of representation, statement of
basis and rate of Lawyer’s fees and expenses for which the client responsible.
B. Contractual Provisions re: Public Comments.
Lawyer tells Client he needs to look over the file materials and prepare an
engagement/fee contract prior to meeting again. Lawyer mentions to his friend,
Attorney, that he is leery about Client’s criticism of lawyers. Attorney suggests that
Lawyer could protect himself by putting language in the contract that prohibits Client
from commenting about Lawyer online, and offers the following boilerplate language:
Non-disparagement. In consideration of the benefits of representation to be
provided to Client pursuant to this Agreement, and the mutual benefit to the

• Is including this type of term in the initial contract different than including a nondisparagement clause in the settlement of a post-representation dispute with a client?
• Lawyers are ethically obligated not to disclose information acquired in the course
of the professional relationship with a client, so a non-disclosure/non-disparagement
clause does not impose significant additional burdens on the lawyer. Is a clause
intended to benefit only the attorney inconsistent with the fiduciary relationship?
Does the proposed contract clause adequately demonstrate that the lawyer is not
attempting to prospectively limit liability or preclude the client from making a report to
the State Bar? (See Rule 1.8(h) and RPC 84) See Rule 1.8h that prospective limitation
on the liability is only permissible if the client is independently represented in making
that agreement.
Part 2: Talking about Work on the Web
A. Seeking Advice from Other Lawyers:
Lawyer from fact pattern above, sent out a detailed email describing the case to
1,000 members of his listserv.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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NAVIGATING
PROFESSIONAL CHALLENGES IN THE AGE OF THE INTERNET
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
1. The listserv post violated Rule 1.6 regarding confidentiality. Confidential information
under Rule 1.6 includes considerably more than just privileged communications
between attorney and client, encompassing all “information acquired during the
professional relationship”, regardless of the source.

• In light of professionalism considerations, what should a lawyer say on Facebook,
Twitter, etc. about professional frustrations and disappointments (if anything)?
Nothing.
PART 3: Reputation, Responses and Rules to Consider

2. Seeking advice from others is not a violation of the Rules, so what could Lawyer
have done differently to avoid improper disclosures? Get advice using a hypothetical
scenario that masks the identity of the client and case.
3. There is an exception in Rule 1.6(b)(5) which allows disclosure of information to
secure legal advice about the lawyer’s compliance with [the] Rules of Professional
Conduct, but this would apply to sending out a listserv.
B. Venting on Social Media:
The trial does not go well for Lawyer. After deliberating for only 30 minutes the jury
found that the prior will benefitting Sister should be probated. Client is irate, and gives
Lawyer an earful about what an incompetent lawyer he is. In a moment of frustration,
Lawyer posts the following to his Fakebook page, and a number of his Fakebook
“friends” either “like” it or comment on it.

A. Does the Self-Defense Exception to Confidentiality Apply in Responding to
Negative Online Reviews?

Client remains very angry and posts the following review of Lawyer on several
different lawyer-rating websites:

“I hired this bozo to handle a simple estate matter, and he completely dropped the
ball. Either he doesn’t know how to try a case, or he was in cahoots with the
lawyer on the other side—I actually saw them at happy hour together just 2 days
after he lost my case!! He wasn’t worth the money I had to spend for ZERO
results. Take your business elsewhere!”
Most of those sites allow a lawyer to respond to client comments, but Lawyer isn’t
sure what he is ethically permitted to say in response. He finds Rule 1.6(b)
(6) of the Rules of Professional Conduct, which says that a lawyer may reveal
confidential information to the extent reasonably necessary to establish a
claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy between lawyer
and client.
• What is a “controversy”? What is “reasonably necessary”? Do you
think Rule 1.6(b)(6) applies to this situation? The self -defense exception is
applicable in more formal controversies, not disclosure on the Internet.
• Are there parts of Client’s review that Lawyer could respond to without
revealing confidential information? Lawyer could make general comments
concerning public congeniality, does not mean conspiracy, usually litigation
has one if not two disappointed litigants.

• Discuss the Fakebook post (above) following in light of Rule 8.2(a) (which prohibits
making statements about the qualifications or integrity of a judge with reckless
disregard as to their truth or falsity) and 8.4(d) (which prohibits conduct prejudicial to
the administration of justice):
• Lawyer’s initial post about the case, which was read and “liked” by at least 25
people who are not part of the legal community. Rule 8.2 states “unrestrained and
intemperate statements [by lawyers} tend to lessen public confidence in our legal
system. Comment 4.
WAKE BAR FLYER • MARCH/APRIL 2015

A potential client who expresses negative opinions about lawyers, complains
about fees paid to a previous attorney, has had multiple prior attorneys
and shows an enthusiasm for online lawyer-rating sites is a client with the
potential to cause problems. Add social media to the mix, and a disgruntled
client has an open forum for venting actual, perceived or completely false
accountings of an attorney’s service. Because an attorney is limited in the ability to
defend online postings, it is imperative to identify and address possible red flags at the
initial meeting. A detailed engagement letter possibly including non-disparagement
language is one way to avoid client-attorney conflicts. Declining representation
altogether is a guaranteed troubleshooting solution. The State Bar has no opinions on
the issue but any potential non-disparagement clause would have to exclude truthful
reports to the State Bar or other authorities and could not limit a potential claim
against the lawyer. WBF
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FORECLOSURE PREVENTION EFFORT CONTINUES
TO ASSIST NORTH CAROLINA HOMEOWNERS
LAST YEAR, more than 32,000 foreclosure notices were filed
in North Carolina courts. While this is the lowest yearly total in
more than a decade, it still represents a continuing problem
that homeowners, and their attorneys, must cope with while the
state’s economy struggles back from the Great Recession.
Fortunately, a vital assistance initiative that recently achieved
a significant milestone can help your clients. In January, the
N.C. Foreclosure Prevention Fund™ surpassed 18,500 North
Carolina homeowners saved from foreclosure since the effort
began in 2010.
The Fund, created by the N.C. Housing Finance Agency and
funded by the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Hardest Hit
Fund, makes monthly mortgage payments on behalf of unemployed homeowners while they look for jobs
or complete job training.
In 2014, eligibility was expanded to include returning veterans using the GI Bill to attend school or a
qualifying training program, as well as people who are back in the work force but cannot afford their
mortgage payments because they are earning less than before. Homeowners seeking new employment
after financial hardships resulting from other circumstances may also qualify (see box).
“While both the economy and the foreclosure rate have improved in North Carolina, home foreclosures
are still occurring in greater numbers than before the Great Recession,” said A. Robert Kucab, executive
director of the North Carolina Housing Finance Agency. “Every foreclosure is a huge loss for the
homeowner’s family, but also for the state’s economy. So far, this effort has preserved more than $3
billion in property values statewide.”

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE IF:
• You lost your job through no fault of your own
• You suffered a temporary financial hardship
such as divorce, illness or death of spouse, that
requires you to seek new employment
• You are an honorably discharged veteran
going to school on the GI Bill or enrolled in a VA
vocational training program
• You experienced the job loss, financial
hardship or deployment after Jan. 1, 2008
• You have a good mortgage payment history
prior to your hardship or deployment
• You owe no more than $300,000 on your
home
• You are re-employed but still behind on
mortgage payments due to reduced income
from your new job
• Your primary residence is in North Carolina
• You are a legal U.S. citizen

Kucab estimates that a single completed foreclosure costs the local economy between $75,000 to
$100,000 in lost taxes, commercial revenue and depreciated property value.*
One homeowner who has benefited from the N.C. Foreclosure Prevention Fund is Kathryn D., a Charlotte
auditor whose job was eliminated in 2012.
“If I hadn’t found out about the North Carolina Foreclosure Prevention Fund, I would have lost my house,
no doubt,” she said. “It kept a roof over my head at a time when we couldn’t pay all our bills or even buy
enough food. I would have lost my house and been living on the street.”
The program helped Kathryn and her husband maintain their home until she found employment in
January 2014. Funding is still available to help approximately 3,000 more homeowners. There is no cost
for assistance, and homeowners do not need to be behind on their mortgage payments to qualify.

The N.C. Housing Finance Agency, a self-supporting
public agency, has financed more than 231,000
affordable homes and apartments statewide since its
creation in 1973.
*Source: “Sheltering Neighborhoods from the Subprime
Foreclosure Storm,” U.S. Congressional Joint Economic
Committee Special Report, April 2007

Assistance is offered in two forms:
• a zero-interest, deferred loan of up to $36,000 paying mortgage and related costs for up to 36 months
while the unemployed homeowner seeks or retrains for a job.
• a zero-interest loan to pay off a second mortgage. This can reduce the homeowner’s total monthly
payment to an affordable level. Homeowners who are re-employed, but have fallen behind on their
payments, can use the loan to bring their mortgage current; those who are re-employed at a lower wage
may qualify for monthly assistance while they continue to seek higher-paying work.
After the assistance period ends, homeowners resume making their own mortgage payments. If the
owner continues to live in the home for at least 10 years, the loan is considered satisfied and no
repayment is required.
Details are online at www.NCForeclosurePrevention.gov. NC Bar Association members who would like to
learn how it can help their borrowers should contact Troy Hershberger at (919) 981-2647.
Consumers can learn more by calling 1-888-623-8631 or going to www.NCForeclosurePrevention.gov. WBF
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TRANSITIONING LAWYERS CAN
CONTINUE TO SERVE THROUGH PRO BONO SERVICE
BY EVELYN PURSLEY | NC IOLTA / NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR
WHAT IS PRO BONO STATUS? Though rules differ from state to state, North
Carolina’s rules allow both in-state inactive attorneys and attorneys licensed outof-state to petition for pro bono practice status. As a category of “inactive” status,
pro bono practice lawyers do not pay yearly State Bar dues. Celia Mansaray, Pro
Bono Coordinator for Legal Aid of North Carolina’s Raleigh office, encourages
interested attorneys to contact her office: “I am very eager and enthusiastic about
pro bono emeritus. Retired attorneys are wellsprings of skill, experience and
enthusiasm that enhance service to clients. They will prove to be an invaluable
resource to Legal Aid clients throughout the state.”

• Inactive and pro bono practice status lawyers are not required to complete
mandatory continuing legal education required of active lawyers.
• Lawyers who volunteer are generally covered by the organization’s malpractice
coverage.
• Volunteer opportunities are flexible and can accommodate your schedule and
background. No minimum number of volunteer hours is required as a condition of
holding this status.
• Volunteer lawyers who wish to receive more training in an area of law can
often participate in continuing education classes offered by the legal services
organizations or bar associations for free or at a reduced rate.

How can I help those in need?
Pro bono programs across the state use the vast experience of senior emeritus
lawyers to serve clients who could not otherwise afford legal representation. Each • Retired lawyers with pro bono practice status can continue to stay involved in the legal
community, mentor younger lawyers, and work with a team to help a client in need.
program offers different ways for volunteers to contribute in their communities.
Lawyers may volunteer to:
How do I sign up?
• Provide advice and brief services through a hotline or in person;
 Connect with an organization in need of volunteer lawyers. In Wake County,
Legal Aid of North Carolina and Disability Rights NC are actively seeking lawyers to
• Screen and interview potential clients;
volunteer for specific projects. Visit http://www.ncequalaccesstojustice.com/pro• Provide litigation support and counsel;
bono-status/ for more information.
• Draft wills and other estate planning documents;

 Identify a lawyer at the organization to serve as a supervisor.

• Represent domestic violence victims in court to secure an order of protection;

 Complete the appropriate petition (forms for inactive in-state lawyers and outof-state lawyers are slightly different) and submit the completed petition and other
materials to the NC State Bar. Materials should be submitted thirty days prior to
the quarterly meeting of the State Bar Council at which you want your petition to
be considered. Visit http://www.ncequalaccesstojustice.com/pro-bono-status/ for
complete instructions and forms. WBF

• Conduct a clinic at a senior or community center;
• Provide community education sessions on a variety of topics;
• Help legal aid by recruiting other volunteer lawyers.
What are the benefits of pro bono practice status for me?
• Lawyers who go inactive and obtain pro bono practice status pay no annual
membership dues to the North Carolina State Bar.

BarCARES
Did you know that BarCARES also has resources
for career counseling? Don’t hesitate to call—no
problem is too big or too small. We have a program ready to help you and your immediate family.

919.929.1227 or 1.800.640.9735
WAKE BAR FLYER • MARCH/APRIL 2015

Portions of this article are republished with permission from the North Carolina Bar
Association (Mary Irvine, Transitioning Out of Active Practice? Continue to Give Back as an
Emeritus Lawyer, The Senior Lawyer, September 2014.

WCBA CLASSIFIEDS
Are you an income partner or a top tier associate working towards becoming
a partner? Would you like to keep significantly more of the revenue that you
generate? Onda Law can elevate you to equity partner status on day 1.
Our space is hi-tech, intimate, and functional, while being nestled in an
historic Downtown Raleigh business address, within walking distance to all
state and federal courts and the NC Legislative building. Visit Ondalaw.com &
click “Join a Practice” to tell us more about you, in confidence.
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EIGHT TIPS FOR MORE SATISFIED CLIENTS BY CAMILLE STELL
CLIENTS ARE the reason we come to work each day. More than ever, we need to hear our clients and be responsive to
their needs. Here are a few tips:
1. Truly listen to your client. Understand what brings them to your office. People desire to be heard and understood.
Do not make the mistake of thinking this family law case is like every other family law case that you’ve seen.
2. Take pride in customer service. I work with lawyers every day and sometimes I’m the client. I’m always surprised
when my lawyer doesn’t return my telephone call or makes me call them to check on the status of an overdue project.
And just because I’ve caused the delay doesn’t give you permission to ignore my matter. My delay may slow down the
process, but part of your job is to keep the matter moving forward. A proactive telephone call to find out what’s going
on with the client or what the reason for the delay is will ensure that the matter doesn’t get stale. Stale client matters
might convince the client they don’t really need your services or may make them reluctant to pay your bills. Stay on top
of client matters and keep them moving forward.

CAMILLE STELL is the Vice
President of Client Services
for Lawyers Mutual. Camille
has more than 20 years of
experience in the legal field,
as a paralegal, legal recruiter
and business developer.
Contact Camille at camille@
lawyersmutualnc.com or
800.662.8843.

3. Take care with your client communications. I recently received an e-mail from a lawyer who was doing work
for me. The most recent of the e-mail string was a simple question for me to answer. However, when I kept reading
through the e-mail string, there was an internal discussion among lawyers in the firm. They were asking billing
questions of one another that I would have preferred not to see. Also, there was some unflattering conversation about
the project they were handling for me. Your clients don’t want to see how the sausage is made. Keep your internal
communications private and be respectful and responsive in your client communications.
4. Give your best effort. Everyone has struggles. Just because you are the one most often handling other people’s
problems doesn’t make you immune to problems yourself. Lawyers suffer depression, go through divorces, and find
themselves in financial distress. If you can’t handle your client’s problems because of your own, know when to step
aside and seek help. But don’t let your personal problems get in the way of your very best client representation.
5. Discuss realistic expectations. Remember that for many of our clients what they know about the legal system
is what they have learned on television – and on TV, most cases are wrapped up in an hour. Dispel unrealistic
expectations, whether they concern possible fee awards, the length of time to resolve a matter, the adversarial nature
of litigation or the cost of representation. The key is to not only have this conversation up front, but throughout the
representation. Also, documenting your client communications is good risk management advice.
6. Bill your clients regularly. Discuss billing with your clients often. Do not let clients get behind in their payments;
this problem typically just worsens the further behind they fall. Bill frequently and stay on top of your receivables.
7. Deliver bad news with honesty. Your client won’t be happy, but bad news today isn’t going to be better tomorrow.
In reviewing bar grievances and malpractice cases, you can often see the fork in the road – rather than deal with the
bad news (we lost the case, we’re not going to get the settlement you want, I blew the deadline) the lawyer begins to
avoid the client or worse, to cover-up the event with a lie. Constantly adjusting your client’s expectations throughout the
proceedings helps ensure that the bad news you need to deliver doesn’t seem so shocking.
8. Are there any red flags you need to be aware of with this client? Is this the client who isn’t interested in the
money, but the principle? Or the client who has an unreasonable expectation about outcomes - whether financial or
otherwise? Or the client who is searching for results you can’t provide – good health, a successful marriage, or fairness
in the workplace? Or the client who has been to 5 lawyers before you? Or the client who treats your staff poorly? You
can fire a client and sometimes you need to do just that.
To make sure you are meeting your promises to your clients, end each conversation with these questions: “What have I
agreed to do, and when do you expect me to do it?” and “What have I promised (or predicted) will happen and when do
you expect it to happen?” When the client leaves, put deadlines in your docket system to remind you that these tasks
are due and respond to your client as promised.
If you run into a problem with a client, talk with a trusted colleague or a more experienced lawyer about how to handle
a difficult client conversation. Or call Lawyers Mutual to talk through possible solutions or tips for handling the problem.
Clients are the reason we show up for work each day. Satisfied clients make for a more satisfactory practice. WBF
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LAWYERS
MUTUAL

LIABILITY INSURANCE
COMPANY OF
NORTH CAROLINA

COMMUNITY
(noun/plural): (a) a group of people
living in the same place or having a
particular characteristic in common;
(b) common ownership.

robert c. dortch, jr.
sellers, hinshaw, ayers, dortch & lyons, p.a.
lm charlotte community board

LAWYERS MUTUAL
Serving our Community
since 1977

www.lawyersmutualnc.com
919.677.8900

800.662.8843

connect with us

ANNOUNCING THE 2015 WAKE WOMEN
ATTORNEYS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
IN THE LATE 1970S, Carolyn McAllaster and Sharon Thompson discussed the need for an
organization in North Carolina where women lawyers could come together to discuss and take
action on issues affecting women and women lawyers in North Carolina. These pioneering
women lawyers were convinced that a bar association that spoke out on behalf of women’s
issues would garner membership and gain credibility in the legal community. Thus, in 1978, the
North Carolina Association of Women Attorneys was born. NCAWA’s beginnings were humble,
with founding members stuffing envelopes, licking the stamps, and hauling the piles of notices
and information to the nearest mailbox.
Now, more than 30 years later, NCAWA’s volunteer board along with the organization’s Executive
Director and lobbyist continue the organization’s goals and missions of increasing the effective
participation by women in the justice system, in public office, and within the legal profession;
promoting the rights of women under the law; promoting the welfare of the women attorneys of
North Carolina; and promoting and improving the administration of justice. Thanks to the initial
founders of the organization, our current leadership, and our members, NCAWA is a vibrant
organization with a powerful mission.
Wake Women Attorneys (WWA) is one of the many local chapters of the larger NCAWA
Organization. The WWA chapter is also one of the largest and most active. The new 2015 Board
of Directors has an initiative to increase membership and make this year’s organization bigger
and better than ever to increase awareness of issues affecting women and to make a positive
difference in the lives of women across North Carolina through the Chapter’s philanthropic,
lobbying, legislative, networking, and other legal efforts.
Introducing the 2015 Board of Directors
to the Wake Women Attorneys:
President Donna R. Cohen
Vice-President Anitra K. Brown
Secretary Tiffany A. Lesnik
Treasurer Jane Paksoy
At Large: Amanda Baxley, Erin Bobay,
Teresa J. Lynch & Jodi Regina
WWA has luncheons the second Thursday of every month as well as other social events and
CLEs. We would invite you to visit the website at: http://www.ncawa.org/index.php/get-involved/
chapters/wake-women-attorneys-wwa for more information. Please join us and make a
difference! WBF
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NEW OFFICERS AND BOARD MEMBERS ELECTED
IN DECEMBER, at the annual meeting of the Tenth Judicial District Bar, members voted for officer and director positions on the Boards of Directors for both groups.
Officers elected include Brian O. Beverly as President-elect, and the re-elections for both Treasurer Debbie Hildebran-Bachofen and Secretary Ashley H. Campbell.
Members elected to the Board include: Billy Brewer, Zeke Bridges, Drew Erteschik (WCBA), Katherine A. Frye, Jill Jackson, Shannon Joseph, Lauren Reeves and Justin
Truesdale (Tenth). Dewey Brinkley and Holmes Harden were also elected to the Badger-Iredell Foundation Board. WBF

YLD NEWS

2015 YLD OFFICERS
PRESIDENT: JAMES HASH
SECRETARY/PRESIDENT ELECT: BRODIE ERWIN
TREASURER: JENA EDELMAN

WCBA AND YLD JOINT SOCIAL

All WCBA members are invited to join us for this join social between
the WCBA Social Committee and the YLD Social Committee.
We hope you can join us! | Thursday, April 16 from 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Clouds Brewing, 126 N. West Street, Raleigh | http://www.cloudsbrewing.com/

CALLING ALL YOUNG LAWYERS IN 2015

The YLD Board is moving forward with a number of new and exciting initiatives in 2015 designed to increase the YLD’s service to our members, our profession, and our community. The YLD needs the active participation of Wake County’s young lawyers in order to accomplish its goals. There is a wide variety of
ways in which you can become involved with YLD, ranging from volunteering in one of our multiple pro bono or public service projects to assisting with the
YLD’s new quarterly speaker series to simply attending one of our monthly socials. If you would like more information about what the YLD is doing in 2015,
please contact YLD president James Hash (james@eghlaw.com, (919) 755-0025).
All members of the WCBA who are currently age 36 or under or who have been practicing law for fewer than five years (meaning that a law graduate in his or
her first five years of practice regardless of age) are automatically members of the YLD. The YLD Board invites all YLD members to serve on one of our committees. The YLD’s 2015 officers and committee chairs are listed below. Please contact Brodie Erwin (bde@youngmoorelaw.com) for more information about
joining one of our committees. If you would like specific information about a particular committee, please reach out directly to one of the committee chairs:
President: James Hash
Secretary/President-Elect: Brodie Erwin
Treasurer: Jena Edelman
Immediate Past President: Kathleen Putiri
Social Chair: Chris Dozier
Membership Chairs: Toni Peck & Jonathan Melton
Public Service Chairs: Elizabeth Timmermans & Jane Paksoy

Pro Bono Chairs: Meredith Cross & Lauren Golden
Membership Services Chairs: Allen Thomas & David Senter
Law Student Services Committee Chair: Sam Fleder
Speaker Series Committee Chair: Chris Anglin
Bylaws Committee Chair: Brodie Erwin
Communications Committee Chair: Jena Edelman

FOLLOW, CONNECT AND LIKE: WCBA SOCIAL MEDIA

FACEBOOK.COM/WCBA.WAKE
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@WAKECOUNTYBAR
@WCBAYLD
@WCBATENTH
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WCBA MEMBER NEWS
Cranfill Sumner & Hartzog
Announces New Partner

Cranfill Sumner & Hartzog LLP (CSH Law) recently
named J. Greer Vanderberry, Jr. as partner in the Raleigh
office. J. Greer Vanderberry, Jr. has handled matters in
the Workers’ Compensation Practice Group for employers
and workers’ compensation carriers since 2002. He has
handled matters at all levels of workers’ compensation
litigation including mediations, hearings at the Deputy
Commissioner and Full Commission level and Court of Appeals. Vanderberry is
a graduate of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the Wake Forest
University School of Law.

Smith Moore Leatherwood
Names David J. Neill Partner

Smith Moore Leatherwood is pleased to announce
attorney David J. Neill has been elected to the firm’s
partnership as of January 1, 2015.

Smith Debnam
Names Sam Fleder Partner

Samuel D. Fleder has been named a partner in the firm.
Fleder joined Smith Debnam in 2009 and has been a pivotal member of the firm’s creditors’ rights practice group,
representing clients both in North Carolina and South
Carolina in matters involving financial services litigation,
creditor defense, commercial litigation, foreclosure, and
creditor bankruptcy.

Former Smith Debnam
Attorney Rejoins Firm as Partner

Caren Enloe has rejoined the firm as a partner
following a three and a half year stint with an Am Law
200 law firm based in Atlanta. Enloe will lead Smith
Debnam’s Consumer Financial Services Litigation unit.

George Ng Nominated for Outstanding
50 Asian Americans in Business Award

George Ng, Senior Vice President and General Counsel at BioDelivery Sciences
International, Inc. was nominated for the Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in
Business Award. Ng is a member of the Leadership Development Committee of
the Wake County Bar Association.
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Attorneys Listed among Business
North Carolina Magazine’s 2015 Legal
Elite as Voted by Members of the State Bar

Cranfill Sumner & Hartzog LLP: Daniel G. Katzenbach, Construction; Stephanie
Gaston Poley, Litigation; and Steven Saad, Criminal Defense.
Tharrington Smith LLP: F. Hill Allen, Criminal Law; Russell D. Babb, Criminal
Law; Jill S. Jackson, Family Law; and Alice C. Stubbs, Family Law.

Attorneys Honored as Super Lawyers and Rising Stars by
the North Carolina Super Lawyers Magazine
Congratulations to the attorneys named “Super Lawyers” and “Rising Stars”:

Super Lawyers
Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP: Barry D. Alexander, Healthcare;
Terri L. Gardner, Bankruptcy and Creditor/Debtor Rights; Noah H. Huffstetler, III,
Business Litigation; and Sean A. Timmons, Healthcare.
Smith Debnam Narron Drake Saintsing & Myers, LLP: Jerry Myers, John
Narron, Rose Stout, Max Rodden, and Bettie K. Sousa
Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP: Mark Finkelstein, Brett Hanna, Patricia Markus,
George (Jerry) Oliver, Bradley Risinger, Elizabeth Brooks Scherer, Samuel Southern, and Robert Wilson, Jr.
Tharrington Smith LLP: Roger W. Smith, Sr., Wade Smith, (Top 100), Jaye Meyer,
Fred Morelock, Jill Jackson (Top 50 Women), Alice C. Stubbs, Lynn Burleson,
Douglas Kingsbery, Hill Allen, and Evan Horwitz.
Williams Mullen: John D. Burns, David R. Dorton, Holmes P Harden, M. Keith
Kapp (Top 100), Robert “Robby” Charles Lawson, Michael C. Lord, Charles B.
Neely, Jr., Elizabeth D. Scott, Mark S. Thomas, Camden R. Webb, and Arlene J.
Diosegy.

Rising Stars

Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP: D. Martin Warf, Business Litigation
Smith Debnam Narron Drake Saintsing & Myers, LLP: Samuel Fleder, Lynn
Wilson McNally, and Alicia Jurney.
Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP: Matthew Leerberg, Antonia Peck, and Eric
Snider.
Tharrington Smith LLP: Kristopher Gardner, Eva DuBuisson, Adam Mitchell, and
Andrea Bosquez-Porter.
Williams Mullen: Knicole C. Emanuel, Jennifer A. Morgan, and Robert W. Shaw.
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WELCOME,
NEW MEMBERS:
THE NEWEST MEMBERS APPROVED AT THE FEBRUARY 2015 MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Deborah Andrews | Ward and Smith, PA

William Krueger | Legal Aid of NC

Andrew Atkins
Smith Anderson Blount Dorsett Mitchell & Jernigan LLP

Hoang Lam | University Student Legal Services

Michael Avery
NC State University Student Legal Services
Kyla Block | Teague Campbell Dennis & Gorham LLP
Nicole Boddie
Sarah Boshears | Sessoms & Rogers, PA
Ryan Boyce | NC Industrial Commission
Katherine (Cary) Brege
Amy Broughton | Kurtz & Blm, PLLC
Pamela Cashwell | NC State Ethics Commission
Suzanne Chester | Legal Aid of NC
Nathan Childs | Young Moore & Henderson PA

Kenneth Lewis | Nexsen Pruet, PLLC
Logan Liles
Lewis (Matt) Lohr | Law Office of L. Matthew T. Lohr
Ann McColl | Everett Gaskins Hancock LLP
Michael Miller | Ward and Smith, PA
Charles | Moore Moore & Van Allen PLLC
Diane (Khadeeja) Mullard-Clements
The Law Office of Khadeeja Mullard-Clements
William Pollock | Ragsdale Liggett PLLC
Sarah Privette | Stauff, Gross, & Privette PLLC
Ellen Rubel | Moore & Van Allen PLLC
Robin Seelbach | Wall Templeton & Haldrup, PA

Jessika Coe

John Slaughter | Moore & Van Allen PLLC

Naomi Ellis | Oxendine, Price & Associates PLLC

Christina Strickland
NC Department of State Treasurer

Elliot Engstrom | John W. Pope Civitas Institute
Michael Ferrante | University Student Legal Services
Wesley Gelb | Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton, LLP
Emily Goodman | Cranfill Sumner & Hartzog LLP
Yuli Grissom | Grissom Law Firm, PLLC
Robert Gruber | Poyner Spruill LLP
Arlene Hanks | Moore & Van Allen PLLC
Erin Haygood | Legal Aid of NC
Jessica Holmes | NCAE
Yancey (Canaan) Huie | Moore & Van Allen PLLC
Tara Kozlowski | Hopkins Law Firm, PC
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Deborah Tarwasokono
Smith Anderson Blount Dorsett Mitchell & Jernigan L.L.P.
John Taylor | Zaytoun Law Firm PLLC
Anna Tison | K&L Gates LLP
Tamla Tymus | Frasier & Griffin, PLLC
David (Dink) Warren | United States Bankruptcy Court
Bridget Welborn | Ward and Smith, PA
Jeffrey Whitley | Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP
Dennis Williamson | Moore & Van Allen PLLC
Mary Elizabeth Wilson | Wake County DA’s Office
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